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For each program:
• Summary of past achievements, resources, future plans
• Reviewed by 4-5 technical experts

• 5 neutron spectrometers, ancillary equipment, offices,
workshops totalling $30M capital replacement.

• A multi-disciplinary, international user facility. Annual direct
cost $3.3M: 55% NRC + 30% NSERC + 15% Industry revenue

Institute Review Committee
• Integrate opinions of Technical Reviewers
• Summarize Technical Reviews
• Analyze Institute as a whole
• Recommendations

• ROs (6), RCOs (3), TOs (8), AS (1), MG (1), VFs (~ 4)
• About 160 individual people involved in NPMR experiments
annually from Canadian universities, foreign institutions,
industry, government laboratories.
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VISION FOR INFRASTRUCTURE – 3 YEARS

RESEARCH IN FIVE AREAS

• 5 Neutron spectrometers Æ Add Reflectometer, “SANS”
• Ancillary equipment
– specimen environments with competitive or unique capabilities
– suite of complementary characterization tools on site
– modest synthesis capability: structural chemistry, soft materials

• “Marginal” funding Æ Comparable with other neutron facilities
• ~ 3 pdfs Æ ~ 6 pdfs (various funding sources)
• 4 staff / spectrometer Æ 5 staff / spectrometer
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ENVISIONED EVOLUTION OF S&T FOCUS

FOCUS AREA
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NEUTRON HOLOGRAPHY

INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT

Potential to determine molecular structure in poor crystals

North America network of neutron facilities

• “Atomic Structure Holography using
Thermal Neutrons” Nature 414: 525-527
(2001).

OECD model for large scale
science infrastructures

2002
2004

• “Observation of Kossel and Kikuchi Lines in
Thermal Neutron Incoherent Scattering”
Phys. Rev. Lett. 88: 065505 (2002)

NRC
IPNS

• PRA submitted – multiple inside source
analysis (needed for complex molecules)
• Version #2 “Inside Detector method” – Data
rate x 400, Exp’ts in progress

LANSCE

PRODUCTIVITY 2001-2003
from recent summary report to CINS / NSERC

207 new proposals were
approved by subject-oriented
peer-review committees.

HFIR / new SNS
• Expert Canadian researchers
participate in large, international
facility projects.
• Global scientific exchange.

• Next 3 years – demonstration on biorelevant molecular system.

419 experiments were run,
including industry contracts
and counting “continuations”
as separate exp’ts.

NIST

131 refereed publications with
NPMR co-authors.
• 49 include Canadian academic
co-authors.
• 22 are NPMR in-house projects
(biophysics, new methods,
facility development)

COMPARISON
National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST)
A medium-flux, reactor-based neutron beam laboratory, with a cold neutron
source – the most effective reactor-based neutron user facility in North America.

Annual Statistics:
2000 collaborating users
317 publications, 228 with NIST co-authors
700-800 on-site visitors
$18M / year for neutron scattering
100 staff for neutron scattering
18 neutron scattering instruments + 7 others
(includes 3 high-throughput SANS, 2 reflectometers)

+ 28 Protected reports ($)
+ Special issue “Neutron News”
+ Book chapters, public reports

We estimate an additional ~ 5 publications
(10%) per year have no NPMR co-authors.

Sources: NIST Annual Report, Jan. 2003
Meeting of North American Neutron Facility Directors, Jan. 2004
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COMPARISON

STAFFING IS AN URGENT ISSUE

Magnetism

PRO (Buyers)

?

SRO (Rogge)

RCO
(Donaberger)

Indicator

NIST

NPMR

Total staff per scattering instrument

5.5
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Facility budget per scattering instrument

$1.0 M

$0.67 M

Structures

AcRO (Swainson)

Publications with facility co-authors per
instrument per year

RCO
(Cranswick)

9 - 12

9 - 11

Surfaces /
Interfaces

SRO (Tun)

AcRO
(Fritzsche)

Cost per publ. with facility co-authors

< $110K

Biophysics

SRO (Katsaras)

?

< $75K
(< $38K A-Base)

Materials

AcRO (Gharghouri)

Pool of 8 technicians, 1 lab attendant
Admin, Strategic planning / comm, Mgt

GENERAL FLAVOUR OF COMMENTS

• Highly complimentary of the NPMR, ranked with best in
the world, scaling for size of program
• Very concerned about funding level – unsustainable
• Very concerned about insufficient personnel in all program
areas, but especially urgent in magnetism and soft materials
• NPMR is qualitatively different in mission and character
than the other programs of SIMS
• Establishing a more robust framework for the NPMR is
more than an internal matter of a single NRC Institute
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